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Plot reciprocal of C, vesut r for a second-order reaction.

Figurn E5-2.1

We see from the Excel anaysis and plot that the slop of the line is 0.12 dm'/mollmin.

k' = 0.12

dm3
ma1 - min

Calculating k.

k=---k'

_ 0.12 dm3 lmollrnin = 0+2q(&)

3 2

CBO 0.5 mol/dm3

mol

The rate law is

We note the integral method tends to smooth the data.

An alternate computer solutron would be to regress

I
-

C,

versus t with a software

package such as PoI~math.

1

Let CA inverse = -,

c4

a.

= -,1

and

c*,+

n , = k'

and then enter the data in Table E5-1.1.

Linear Regression Report

Variable

Xlue

95% confidence

From the Polymath output. we obtain k' = 0.125 dm'trnol/min. which yields
k = 0.25 dm3Ernollrnin.H'e shall dlscuks regression in Example 5-3.
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By comparing the methods of analysis of zhe rate data presented in
Example 5-2, we note that the differential method tends to accentuate the
uncertainties in the data, while the integral method tends to smooth the data,
thereby disguising the uncertainties in it. In most analyses, it is imperative that
the engineer know the limits and uncertainties in the data. This prior knowledge is necessary to provide for a safety factor when scaling up a process from
laboratory experiments to design either a pifot plant or full-scale industrial
plant.
5.2.3 Nonlinear Regression

In nonlinear regression analysis, we search for those parameter values that
minimize the sum of the squares of the differences between the measured values and the calculated values for all the data points.? Not only can nonlinear
regression find the best estimates of parameter values. it can also be used
to discriminate between different rate law models. such as the Langmuir-Hinshelwocd models discussed in Chapter 10. Many software programs are available to find these parameter values so that all one has zo do is enter the data.
The Polymath software will be used 20 illustrate this technique. In order la
carry out the search efficiently, in some cases one has to enter initial estimates
of the paramerer values close to the actual values. These estimates can be
obtained using the linear-least-squares technique discussed on the CD-ROM
Professional Reference Shelf.
We will now apply nonIineas least-squarer analysis to reaction rate data
to determine the rate law parameters. Here we make estimates of the parameter
values (e.g., reaction order, specific rate constants) in order to calculare the rate
of reaction. r;. . We then search for those values that will minimize the sum of
the squared differences of the measured reaction rates. r,,, , and rhe calculated
reaction rates, r, . That is, we want the sum of ( r , - r,)' for all data points to
be minimum. If we carried out N experiments, we would want to find the
parameter values (e.g., E, activation energy. reaction orders) that would minimize the quantity
2
C T I = S

N-K

=

,v
C
L

(rjrn-ric)~

N-K

where
=

C IT?,,,- l . J 2

N = number of runs
K = number of parameters to be determined
r,, = measured reaction rate for run i (i.e., - r,,,)
r,, = calculated reaction rate for run i (i.e.,
?

- I-,,,)

See also R. Mezakiki and J. R. Kirtrell. AICIiE J.. I4, 513 (I96R1, and J. R. Kttrrell.
111d.Etrg. Chrm.. 61 151, 76-78 1 1 9691.
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To illustrate this technique, let's consider the first-order reaction
A

+Product

for which we want to learn the reaction order. a, and the specific reaction rate,

The reaction rate will be measured at a number of different concentrations. P
now choose values of k and a and calculate the rate of reaction Ir,,) at eat
concentration at which an experimental point was taken. We then subtract tf
calculated value (r,,)from the measured vaIue ( 5 , ), square the result. and su
the squares for all the runs for the values of k and a we have chosen.
This procedure is continued by further varying ol and k until we find the
best values, that is, those values that minimize the sum of the squares. Mar
well-known searching techniques are available to obtain the minimum val i
uii, .-' Figure 5-7 shows a hypothetical plot of the sum of the squares as
function of the parameters or and k

Figurr 5-7 Minimum sum aT squares,

In searching to find the parameter values that give the minimum of th
sum of squares u2,one can use a number of optimization techniques or so€
ware packages. The searching procedure begins by guessing parameter valuc
and then calculating r, and then &for these values. Next a few sets of pararr
eters are chosen around the initial guess, and v2 is calculated for these sets 2
well. The search technique Iooks for the smallest value of a
' in the vicinity c

(a) 33. Carnahsn and J. 0. Wilkes, Di~italComputing aad Numerical Methods (Ne
Yark: Wiley, 1973), p. 405. (b) D. I. Wlde and C. S. Beightler, Fotindations of Opt
mizafion 2nd ed. (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall. 1979). (c) D.Miller an
M. Frenklach, Int. J. Chem. Kincf., 15, 677 (1983).
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Figure 5-8 Trajectory

vap the in~tial
guessesof
parameters to make
the
sure you
true rnlnirnum.

ReferenceShelf

to find the best values of

k and a

the initiat guess and then proceeds along a trajectory in the direction of
decreasing cr2 to choose different
vaiues and defermine the corresponding rr2. The trajectory is continuaIly adjusted so as always to p m e e d in
the direction of decreasing u2 until the minimum value of rr2 is reached. A
schematic of this procedure is shown in Figure 5-8, where the parameter vaiues at the minimum are a = 2 and k = 5 s-I. If the equations are highly nonlinear, the initial guess is extremely important. In some cases it is useful to tql
different initial guesses of the parameter to make sure that the software program converges on the same minimum for the different initial guesses. The
dark Iines and heavy arrows represent a computer trajectory, and the light lines
and arrows represent the hand calculations. In extreme cases, one can use linear least squares (see CD-ROM) to obtain initial estimates of the parameter
values.
A number of software packages are available to carry out the procedure
to determine the best estimates of the parameter values and the corresponding
confidence limits. AlI one has to do is to type the experimental values in the
computer, specify the model, enter the initial guesses of the parameters, and
then push the computer button. and the best estimates o f the parameter values
aIong with 95% confidence limits appear. If the confidence limits for a given
parameter are larger than the parameter itself, the parameter is probably not
significant and should be dropped from the model. After the appropriate model
parameters are eliminated, the software is run again to d e t e n i n e the best fit
with the new model equation.

Concentration-Time Data. We wiIl now use nonlinear regression to determine the rate law parameters from concentration-time data obtained i n batch
experiments. We recall that the combined rate law-stoichiometry-mole balance
for a constant-volume batch reactor is
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We now integrate Equation (5-6) to give

Rearranging ro obtain the concentration as a function of time, we obtain
C, = C
[,

I-u-

( I - c~)kt]"('-~'

(5-1 8)

Now we could use Polymath or MATLAR to find the values of rx and k that
would minimize the sum of squares of the differences between the measured
and calculated concentrations. That is, for N dara points.

we want the values of ol and k that will make s2 a minimum.
Tf Polymath is used. one should use the absolute value for the term in

brackets in Equation 15-19), that is,
2

n

s2 =

1[c,.,

- ((abs[~:;'-

(I

]

- a)kt,]} I 4 l -a)

(5-20,

1=1

Another way to solve for the parameter values is to use time rather than
concentratians:

That is. we find the values of k and a that minimize

Finally, a discussion of ~t.eighredIeusr squaws as applied to a first-order react i ~ nis provided in the Pmfessio~znlReference She%R5.2 on the CD-ROM.
Reference Shelf

I

Example 5-3 Usc of R~gressionto Find the Rate Law Parornetem
We shall use the reactron and data in Example 5-1 to illustrate how to use regression
to find a and k'.

See. 5.2
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The Polymath regression p r o p is included on the CD-ROM.Recalling Equation
(ES- 1.5 j

and integrating with the initial condition when t = 0 and CA= CAO
for a r 1.0

Substituting for the initial concentration CAO
= 0.05molidm3

Let's do a few calculations by hand to illustrate regression. We will first assume a
value of a and k and then calculate t for the concentrations of A given in Table
E5-1.1.
We will then calculate the sum of the squares of the difference between the
measured times I, and the calculated times (i.e.. s2). For At measurements,

Our first guess is going to be a = 3 end k'=
becomes

5. with CAo= 0.05.Equation (E5-3.2)

We now make the calculations ibr each measurement of concentration and fill in
columns 3 and 4 of Table E5-3.1. For example, when CA= 0.038 molldm3 then
=-I

--

'

1°[(0.03S)'

1

400 = 29.2 mtn

which is shown in Table E5-3.1 on line 2 for guess 1. We next calculate the squares
of difference (t,, - rCl)' = (50 - 29.2)2 = 433. We continue in this manner for points
2, 3, and 4 to calcutate the sum s2 = 2916.
After calcuiating s2 for a = 3 and k = 5, we make a second guess for a and
k'. For our second guess we choose a = 2 and k = 5: Equation (E5-3.2) becomes

We now proceed with our second guess to find the sum of (I, - tJ2 to be s? = 49.895,
which is far worse than our first guesq. So we continue to make more guesses of a
and k and find s?. Let's stop and take a look at t, for gueFses 3 and 4.
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We shall only use four points for this illustration.
REGRESSION
OF DATA

TABLE
E5-3. [.

We see that (k' = 0.2 drn3Jrnol . min) underpredicts the rime (e.g., 3 1.6 rnin vers
50 minutes). while (k' = 0.1 dni3/mol min) overpredicts the time (e.g., 63 min vr
sus 50 minutes). We could continue in thls manner by choosing k' between 0.1 <
< 0.2, but why bother to go to all the trouble? Nobody has that much time on th
hands, Why don't we just let the Polymath regression program find the values of
and a that will minimize s2?
The Polymath tutorial on the CD-ROM shows screen shots of how to en
the raw data in Table E5-I. 1 and to carry out a nonlinear regression on Equati
(E5-3. I). For C, = 0.05 rnolldm3. that is, Equation (ES-3.1)hecomes
4

Summary Note:

A Polymath tutorial
on regression I F
given on the

CD-ROhl.

We want to minimize the sum to give o: and k'

115'4

-.o.-

Ka.0
vaci-

= 03MYtl

P-I
R'I

O.POP97t7

.

OM1IW
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Example 5 4 Method of hirial Rdes in Sola-Liquid D f solution Kineks

The dissolution of dolomite. calcium magnesium carbonate, in hydrochloric acid is
a reaction of particular imponance in the acid stimulation of dolomite oil reservoirs?
The oil is contained in pore space of the carbonate material and must flow through
the small pores to reach the well bore. In matrix stirnulatian, HCI is injected into a
well bore to dissolve the porous carbonate matrix. By dissolving the solid carbonate,
the pores will increase in size, and the oil and gas will be able to flow out at faster
rates. thereby increasing the productivity of the well? The dissolution reaction is

The concentration of HCI at various times was determined from atomic absorption
spectrophotometer measurements of the calcium and magnesium ions.
Determine the reaction order with respect to HCI from the data presented in
Figure E5-4.1 for this batch reaction. Assume that the rare law is In the form given
by Equation (5- I ) and that the combined rate law and mole balance for HCI can be
gwen by Equation (5-61.

An irnpwtant
reaction for
enhancement of 011
flow in carbonare

reseworrs

Run 1

Run 2

Wormholes etched
by acid

tbl
Figure ES-4.1 Concentration-time data.

Solution

Evaluating the mole balance on a constant-volume batch reactor at time f = 0 give5

1

Taking the log o f both rider of Eq~ation(E5-4.1).we have

K. Lund, H.S . Fogler, and C. C. McCune, Chern. Eng. Sri.. 28, 691 11973).

' M. Hcefner and H. S. Fogler, AICltE Journal, 3 4 I), 45 (198R).
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5.4 Method of Half-lives
The method of

T h e half-life of a reaction,

rip, is defined as the time it takes for the concr
of the reactant to fall to half of its initial value. By determining
half-life of a reaction as a function of the initial concentration. the react1
order and specific reaction rate can be determined. if two reactants ,

Vuires[ration

many experiment\

involved in the chemical reaction, the experimenter will use the method
excess in conjunction with the method of half-lives to m n g e the rate Iaw
the form

For the imversible reaction
Products

A
The concept of a
half life. f l
js
very important in
b

a mole balance on species A in a constant-volume batch reaction system co
bined with the rate law results in the following expression:

drug medication.

Integrating with the initial condition C, = C,o when t = 0. we find that

The half-life is defined as the time required for the concentration to drop
half of its initial value; that is,
I=

when

C, = iC,,

Substituting for C
,, in Equation (5-23) gives us

There is nothing special a b u t using the rime required For the concent
tion to drop to one-half of its initial vaIue. We could just as well use the ti
required for the concentration to fall to Lln of the initial value, in which c z

Sec. 5.5
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For the method of half-lives. taking the natural log of both sides of Equation (5-241,
plor

a< 4 Function
ol C," OF use
regression
software.

we see that the slope of the plot of lntln as a function of InCA,, is equal to
1 minus the reaction order [i.e.. slope = ( I - u}]:
Rearranging:
Sfope = 1 - a
c

For the plot shown In Figure 5-Q,
the slope i s
I:

-

a = 1-(-1)=2
In CAO
Figure 5-9 Method of half-liws.

The corresponding rate law is
-rA = kc:

Note: We also could have used nonlinear regression an the half-life data. However.
by plotting the data, one often gets a "better feel" for the accuracy and precision of
the data.

5.5 Differential Reactors

M O S ~ commonly

used catalytlr
reactor to obtain
evperlmental data

Limitations of the
differentid reactor

Data acquisition using the method of initial rates and a differential reactor are
similar in that the rate of reaction is determined for a specified number of predetermined initial or entering reactant concentrations. A differential reactor is
normally used to determine the rate of reaction as a function of either concentration or partial pressure. It consists of a tube containing a very small amount
of catalyst usually arranged in the form of 3 thin wafer or disk. A typical mangement is shown schematically in Figure 5-10. The criterion for a reactor being differential is that the conversion of the reactants in the bed is extrerneiy small, as
is the change in temperature and reactant concentration through the bed. As a result,
the reactant concentration through the reactor is essentially constant and approximately qua1 to the inlet conccntratian. That is, the reactor is considered to be
gradientle~s.~
and the reaction rate is considered spatiatly uniform within the bed,
The differential reactor is refatively easy to constnlct at a low cost.
Owing to the low conversion achieved in this reactor. the heat refease per unit
volume wilt be small (or can be made small by diluting the bed with inert solids)
so that the reactor operates essentially in an isothermal manner. When operating
this reactor, precautions must be taken so that the reactant gas or liquid does
not bypass or channel through the packed catalyst, but instead ffows uniformly
across the catalyst. If the catalyst under investigation decays rapidly, the differential reactor is not a good choice because the reaction rate parameters at the

' B. Anderson, ed.. Experimental Methods in Catalytic Research (San Diego, Calif.:
Academic Press. 1976).
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start of a run will be different from h s e at the end of the run. In some cases
sampling and analysis of the product stseam may be difficult for small conversions in multicomponent systems.
lnen
6111ng

Figure 5-11 Differential catalyst bed.

Figure 5-10 Differ~ntialreactor

The volumetric dow rate through the catalyst bed is monitored, as are the
entering and exiting concentrations (Figure 5-11). Therefore, if the weight of
catalyst, AW, is known, the rate of reaction per unit mass of catalyst, -rA, can
be calculated. Since the differential reactor is assumed to be gradientlesx, the
design equation will be similar to the CSTR design equation. A steady-state
mole balance on reactant A gives
Rate of

-

Rate

of

I-.:--

1

Rate of reaction
Mass of cat

The subscript e refen to the exit of the reactor. Solving for

-ri,

we have

The mole balance equation can also be written in terms of the concentration
-

Differential reactor
design equation

or in terms of the conversion or product flow rate F p:

Sec. 5.5
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The t e n FA& gives the rate of formaiion of the product, F p , when the
stoichiometric coefficients of A and of P are identical.
For constant volumetric Aow, Equation (5-27) reduces to

Consequently, we see that the reaction rate. -rA, can be determined by measuring the product concentration, C, .
By using very little catalyst and large voIumetric flow rates, the concentration difference. (CRO
- C A r ) can
, be made quite small. The rate of reaction
determined from Equation (5-29) can be obtained as a function of the reactant
concentration in the catalyst bed, C
:,,

by varying the inlet concentration. One approximation of the concentration of
A within the bed. CAh,would be the arithmetic mean of the inlet and outlet
concentrations:

However, since very little reaction takes place within the bed. the bed concentration is essentially equal to the inlet concentration,

so -uA is a function of C,,

As with the method of initial rates, various numerical and graphical techniques

Y

can be used to determine the appropriate algebraic equation for the rate law.
When collecting data for fluid-solid reacting systems. care must be taken that
we use high Row rates through the differential reactor and srnaIl catalyst particle sizes in order to avoid mass transfer limitations. Xf data show the reacriori
to be first order with a low activation energy, say 8 kcal/moles. one should suspect the data is being collected in the mass transfer limited regime. We wilI
expand on mass transfer limitations and how to avoid them in Chapters 10, I I ,
and 12.
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DifSerential Reactor

The formation of methane from carbon monoxide and hydrogen u s ~ n ga nickel
alyst was studied by P ~ r s I e y The
. ~ reaction

was carried wt at 50O0F in n differential reactor where the effluent concentratb
methane was measured.
(a) Relate the rate of reaction to the exit methane concentration.
(b) The reaction rate law is assumed to be the product of a function of the par
pressure of CO.f(CO), and a function of the partial pressure of Hz,g ( H , )

Determine the reaction order with r e s p t to carbon n~onoxide.using the dat:
Table E5-5.1. Assume that the functional dependence of rkH, on PC, is of the fc

TAHLE
E5-5.1.

P,, is constant in
- Rum l , Z , 3
Pco is constant in
Runs 4.5. h

Run
1
2

3
4
5

h

P,

(atm)
I

1.8
4 08
1.0
1.0
1.O

RAWDATA

P,: (atrn)
I .o
1 .O
1 .O
0.1
0.5

4.0

C,,,(mol!drnJj

I 73 x lo-'
4.40 X IOA4
10.0 x lom4
1.65 x 10-a
2.47 X
1.75 x 10-4

The exit volumetric Row rate from a differential packed bed containing 10 g of8
alyst was maintained at 300 drnslrnin for each run. The partial pressures of H,
CO were determined at the entrance 10 the reactor, and the methane concentral
was measured at the reactor exit.
Solution

(a) In this example the product composition, rather than the reactant concentwt
is being monitored. -rho can k written in terms of the flow rate of methane fi
the reaction,

J. A. Putsley, An Investigation of ltbe Reaction between Carbon Monoxide and Hyr
gen on a Nickel Catalyst above One Atmosphere, Ph.D. thesis, University of Michit
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Substituting for F,-,jJ in terms o f the volumetric flow rate and the concentration af
methane gives

Since u, .Cod, and A W are known for each run. we can calculnte the rate of reaction.
For run 1:
-r;o =

(?)

lo-' mol,dm? = 5.1 x
10 gcat

1 0 3

mol CHI
g cat X min

The rate for runs 2 through 6 can be calculated in a similar manner (T~bleE5-5.2).
TABLE
€5-5.1.

Run

Po (arm)

RAW AND CAI.CULATED
DATA

PHI(atrn)

CCH4Imoltdm~)

Determining the Rate Law Dependence in CO
For constant hydrogen concentration, the rate law

r ; ~=
,

.g(P,,>1

can be written as

Taking the log of Equation (ES-5.4) gives us

InIr;,

= Ink'+a InPco

We now plot In(rmJ) versus In Pco for runs 1. 2, and 3 .
(b) Runs 1, 2, and 3. for which the H2 concentration is constant, are plotted in
Figure E5-5.1.We see from the Excel plot that a = 1.22. Had we included more
p i n t s we would have found that the reaction is essentially first order with a = 1,
that is,

-rho = k'Pc0
F~nmrhe first three data points where the partial pressure of
the rate is linear in partial pressure. of CO.

(E.5-5.5)

Hzis constant. we see
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0.001
1

0.1

10

PCO latm)
Figure E5-5.1 Reaction rate

as a function of concentration.

Now let's look at the hydrogen dependence

Determining rhe Rote Lnw Dependence on HI

Fmm Table E5-5.2it appears that the dependence of riH4on PHl,cannot be represented by a power law. Comparing run 4 with run 5 and run I w ~ t hrun 6. we see
that the reaction rate first increases with increasing partial pressure of hydrogen. and
subsequenrly decreases with increasing P,, . That is, there appears to be a concentration of hydrogen at which the rate is mhimum. One set of rate laws that is conslstent with these observations is:
1. At low HZ concentrations whcre rhH4increases as PHI increases, the rate
law may be of the form

2. At high H2 concentrations w)here rbHddecreases as PHI increases,

We would like to find one rate law that is consistent with reaction rate data at
both high and low hydrogen concentrations. Application of Chapter 10 material 5uggesrs Equations (E5-5.6)
and tE5-5.7) can be combined into the form

